Applicability of Blockchain towards Mitigation of Distributed Denial of Service Attack in IoT
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Abstract:

IoT makes the smart cities worldwide possible. Smart home, smart farming, smart climate, smart wellness, smart government, and more are all kinds of smart towns. IoT is also used in the petroleum, gas mines and manufacturing sectors. IoT improves efficiency, optimizes prices, optimizes human capital, retains predictions and provides a lot of convenience to human life. Security issues are growing with involvement of large number of different devices and voluminous processing of data. Protection and privacy problems are the key reasons why IoT does not thrive. One of the main threats is vulnerability to DDOS attack. This paper presents use of block chain based methodologies to mitigate DDOS attack in internet of things. It provides a critical analysis of available block chain based architectures to encounter DDOS attacks.
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I. INTRODUCTION:

Kevin Ashton [1] built an internet of things. Since the last decade, however, IoT has sheltered almost all applications, including home automation, intelligent healthcare, utility facilities, intelligent transport [2]. Key IoT enabling technologies include RFID technology (WLAN), Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Internet technology and intelligent computing (Artificial Intelligence), etc. Smart computing (WIC) technology is also included. Internet of Things (IoT) is a fast-moving array of internet sensors installed in different physical items, i.e. stuff. Stuff may, of course, be any (animate or inanimate) physical entity on the earth you can interact with or embed a sensor on. A huge range of calculations can be done by sensors. Wired or wireless Internet access to stuff. Objects can be something, i.e. animate and inanimate, that needs physically to exist.
Fig. 1. Basic building Blocks of IoT

In above figure 1, Sensors are a lot of diodes equipped for detecting natural physical boundaries, for example, temperature, pressure. Sensors are responsible for acquisition of data. They can be configured to collect data continuously. Sensors are capable of capturing humidity, temperature, motion and many more. IoT platform is a middleware. Many quality IoT platforms are available now a day’s such as- Microsoft Azure IoT and AWA IoT. Actual data is stored in cloud server. In cloud, data analytics applications are applied and relevant data is shared with stakeholders using mobile applications.

Protection and privacy problems are the key reasons why IoT does not thrive. One of the main threats is vulnerability to DDoS attack. On the internet, a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack involves a large number of affected systems attacking a single target which contributes to the denial of service for targeted device users. The influx of incoming messages forced the targeting device to stop, thereby denying legitimate users the operation of the machine.

A block chain [3] [4][5] is a decentralized, passed on and opens mechanized record that is used to record trades transversely over various PCs so any included record can't be balanced retroactively, without the difference in all resulting blocks. This empowers the individuals to affirm and audit trades self-sufficiently and tolerably monetarily. A block chain database is supervised freely using a common framework and an appropriated time-venturing worker. They are confirmed by mass collaboration powered by total individual issues. Such an arrangement empowers vivacious work process where individuals’ weakness regarding data security is fringe. The use of a block chain empties the typical for unfathomable reproducibility from a propelled asset.

Block chains are utilized to improve the account and sharing of budgetary exchange data, which can be found as far as sped up, diminished procedural cost, less exchange blunders, expanded general security, and a decentralized methodology [5]. This decentralized technique expels a main issue of framework disappointment and weakness to cyber attacks. The primary thought behind block chain utilization in virtual budgetary exchanges is that the wallet of every client isn't halfway spared; rather, it is made sure about by putting away the record of exchanges between clients in a block chain. Block chain is instrumental is designing solutions to mitigate ddos attacks.

II. RELATED WORK

Arsalon Mohsen Nia et al., 2016[6] gives an inside and out examination of potential assaults and weaknesses. Mohamed Abomhara et al., 2014 [7] gave security dangers and difficulties in Internet of Things. They likewise tended to that there are four interconnected segments, in particular individuals, article, equipment and programming, which speaks with one another over untrusted private system. Cart Das et al., 2016 [8] gave an insightful and inside and out investigation of future problems in IoT.

Salim ELBOUANANI [9] demonstrated that there is at present no norm or system which covers all security perspectives in the Internet of Things. They found that confirmation is a genuine test in IoT. Krishna Kanth Gupta et al., 2016 [10] anticipated that there will be 25 billion IoT gadgets
by 2020. They likewise recognized difficulties in Internet of Things. Gurpreet Singh Matharu et al., 2014 [11] explained that interoperability; normalization and security are the regions which require a ton of examination so web of things can flourish.

Hui Suo et al., 2012 [12] introduced encryption based methodology to enhance security features in IoT solutions. C. Flügel et al., 2009 [13] introduced a review over a portion of the specialized provokes that should be defeated to assemble such system. L. Atzori et al., 2012 [14] promoted the idea of using IoT in social platforms.

IEEE range 2014 [15] established java as the prominent design tool for IoT solutions. World financial gathering modern web overview, 2014 [16] set up a more clear comprehension of the extraordinary chances and new dangers emerging from the Industrial Internet. Hammi et al., 2018 [17] proposed a unique decentralized framework called air pockets of trust, which guarantees a powerful recognizable proof and verification of gadgets. Authors in [18][19][20] proposed different block chain based solutions for IoT ecosystem.

Javaid et al., 2018 [21] [22] introduced a PUF and blockchain based arrangement called BlockPro for information provenance and information respectability for secure IoT conditions. M. Anwer et al., 2020 [23] proposed course of action of different masters' procedures of Block chain to make IoT check and discussion about their limitations.

Authors in [24][25][26] discussed various security pitfalls in encryption techniques used for different IoT solutions. Arbitrary number generators have generally been a critical wellspring of weakness [27],[28],[29]. Stephen Checkoway et al., 2014 [30] [31] introduced the new PRNG algorithm. it was speedy.

Yu et al., 2015 [32] introduced distinctive known feeble gadgets to encounter DDOS attack. Zhang et al., 2015 [33] showed by various authorities a noteworthy perspective in IoT landscape.

Authors in [37][35] played out a wide examination on the powerless IoT devices, including thousands of interesting contraptions. A large portion of them were transparently accessible by methods for the Internet requiring no unmistakable evidence.

This paper [36] sets out a short outline of the nuts and bolts Machine Learning and its standards and calculations Submissions. We’ll begin with a more extensive machine definition Study and afterward consolidating various types of getting the hang of including Methods administered and uncontrolled, and profound learning Perfect standards. We'll examine usage in the remainder of the paper Machine learning calculations in various territories including design Recognition, sensor systems, identification of irregularities and the Internet of Things (IoT), and checking of wellbeing.

This paper [37] features a system that incorporates the Internet of Things (IoT) and some generally utilized AI calculations to make a prescient model that can be utilized to gauge indoor temperature of shrewd structures. This prescient model was prepared to build up practicality to a totally new dataset utilizing on-line learning system. To approve the methodology, the paper leads a Machine Learning put together test with respect to recorded genuine sensor data. The paper at that point recommends that the accompanying procedure ought to be incorporated into
an IoT design dependent on Edge Computing to empower the structure to work in a vitality productive manner.

III. RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN IOT

Following gaps are identified during literature survey:

- It is found that authentication is a real challenge in IoT. The fact behind this is that appropriate authentication infrastructure is not available in IoT [9].
- Distribution of keys is another challenge [9].
- Security is the biggest worry for most industries [16].
- Man in Middle assault is a serious problem because of the architecture [20].
- DDoS attack is also a major problem with IoT network. But a universal mitigation plan is not available[21].
- Vulnerability in IoT device is a dangerous issue. It is needed to be classified and predicted [32]. Vulnerable device is a real threat to IoT network. Such Devices are required to be identified [35].

IV. MITIGATION OF DDoS ATTACK USING BLOCKCHAIN

This section mainly contains critical analysis of available block chain based architectures for mitigation of distributed denial of service attack.

Wikipedia has helped the CloudFlare’s services to defend itself from attack. This approach is effective because CloudFlare has had ample expertise in managing such attacks. This is a very interesting time for online encyclopedias. Spamhous was, for example, secured in March 2013 by the services of CloudFlare. Furthermore, the DDoS assault by the hijacking of unsufficient web browsers was aimed at CloudFlare Client GitHub (an online coding site) in August 2015 [38].

On 28 February 2018, the most destructive was published. The prolexic DDoS service from Akamai mitigated this threat. High DDoS security was invested by Akamai. It consists of seven scrubbing centers and 150 employees working in the fight against the DDoS attacks. Therefore, it is apparent that it needs vast quantities of investment in capital, energy and time. Although a significant number of memcached servers (approx. 50 K), such attacks remain vulnerable [39].

The DDoS assault was perpetrated in Botnets in October 2016, it affected a large number of IoT based equipments [40].

Few standard attacks by the DDoS target the transport networks of the Railways. In October 2017, the attacks by the DDoS struck the transportation network in Sweden, which delayed the service, crashing the IT system that tracks the location of the trains, as well as disassembling the related email networks, websites and traffic maps.

Rodrigues et al [41] suggested a shared DoS mitigation blockchain framework for smart contracts. This is what we are doing. Architecture offers DDoS mitigation through multiple autonomous
machine managed network domains (ASes). This design calls a distributed Ethereum-based blockchain. Intelligent contracts are used in blockchain to report IP addresses specified in white or black across several fields. Therefore, an IP address in block in a blockchain is inserted as a transaction.

The IP will be the IP with a black list flow stopped or an IP with a white list moved according to the network policy. In this architecture, it is possible to connect IP addresses to the shared blockchain in classes. Instead, attachments between separate parts of the infrastructure, such as ASes/customers, are exchanged via blockchain instead of messaging attack information. Every 14 seconds, a new block is formed in Ethereum. Therefore, the corresponding ASes will receive during this time the block/allow addresses.

The person ASes use Software Specified Networking (SDN) to configure and apply the Flow rules to block DDoS attacks. Different ASes (domains) vary from other ASes in their own security policy and DDoS threat countermeasure (domains). The victim server is secured while the DDoS attack is carried out by filtering the attack traffic on its own AS. Attack traffic is also screened in other ASes in compliance with the installed flow laws. Thus, a near-source DDoS attack is attenuated. This SDN and blockchain architecture offers a scalable and powerful DDoS mitigation approach.

The key benefit of this architecture is, however, that it can be used along with current defense mechanisms as an external security tool. The suggested architecture is shallow and offers just the basis for DoS mitigation. The developers have not given implementation and evaluation and much of the work is still to be dealt with.

(a) The collective solution suggested by this architecture is just introductive, but there is no realistic implementation of SDN;
(b) a decentralized blockchain is used that can lead to enhanced data flow (transactions) becoming a problem for scalability, and the authors propose to minimize this space-spread bloom filter, but there is no real concern. How will a node that records an attack be authenticated? How do I trust other components of the transaction to attack information? not sufficiently developed;
(c) IP blocking only for static IP addresses is possible, and
(d) cooperative domain justice is a problem, and a single domain could be able to use a greater number of other domain services than those offered under DDoS attacks.

For the reduction of IoT device-based attacks, the Javaid et al [21] recommends an IoT built-in blockchain architecture. Ethereum blockchain of intelligent contracts is used in architecture. In order to send and receive messages, the IoT devices need first be registered on the registry. An IoT system can only run up to the gas threshold above the gas threshold. A server can at any time deregister or uninstall any IoT system that has network malfunctions or expired gas cap. The smart contract is developed and recorded by the server as well.

The server extends the registered contract address to all network IoT devices. An IoT computer with a server is on the trusted list of the deal. The gas cap for individual contract transactions
for the protection against DDoS attacks is fixed during the initialisation of smart contracts [21].

The intelligent contract (software component) is the major regulator for all IoT devices involved. It does not only permit IoT devices but also restricts their use to the amount of petrol. Gateways connect the IoT devices in this architecture.

Smart contract contacts to deliver a message to an IoT computer. An IoT system will run only up to its gas cap, which is allocated to it when the server is registered. This cap is based on the IoT device's bandwidth and resources specifications. Any transaction and method in this architecture has a gas cap.

The biggest benefit of this system is that the decentralized blockchain with PoW consensus system has the power and faith of Ethereus. A node malfunction has little effect on the operation of the whole system. Distributed estimation reduces demand on servers efficiently. For DDoS protection, each system's architecture is restricted to its own gas cap. Some other benefits include:
(a) no hardware update needed on an IoT device,
(b) as the overlay network over the current traditional network can be introduced in the architecture,
(c) both the solution found and the solution functions for prevention. On the other hand, this architecture feeds a reliable contract list that is reviewed when a new message is released by some system or when an interaction between devices takes place. In this method, thus, problems of scalability are still present.

Information on how to trust an IoT device at the registry during registration are not discussed. The way a server will find the current gas/resource necessity for the IoT node remains obvious. If an attacker can spot different IoT addresses, the trusted smart deal list can contain those addresses.

Kataoka et al [42] suggests this architecture, which uses blockchain technologies built into SDN technology, for minimizing DDoS attacks performed using IoT-devices based on trust list traffic management architecture.

There are three key components in it:: iot/device applications; iote edge networks; iot/gateway/- validators. Contact is only feasible within this architecture if the communication devices/servers are confident. The trust list principle is used to separate trustworthy devices from untrusted devices. Trust List is essentially a data system by which the network spreads 'application profiles' and 'application profiles.'

DDoS attacks can cause malicious traffic blocked and filtered by SDN switch on the edge network. SDN controller ensures synergy with the blockchain environment and access from the blockchain information about trustworthy resources and computers. IoT servers/gateways/validators preserve the details on "trusted services and devices." The SDN controller also provides flow rules for filtering or approval of IoT traffic on the SDN switches.

A new computer called a validator was implemented in this architecture. It is the job of
checking IoT device validity via a protocol of authentication. The trusted user profile is also transmitted to the IoT device by blockchain and trustworthy service info. Therefore the first IoT system is trustworthy for contact. Details of the registry are given for further correspondence after this. This architecture can be used with a number of other criteria, such as system location, ownership, user licence, and more. The architecture is versatile on application and device profiles.

This work offers a realistic implementation scenario for an open source tech blockchain and confidence list.

(a) considerable time is passed before monitoring. It helps in anomaly detection.
(b) avoidance and responding measures;
(c) DDoS attack traffic is limited to edge networks. The drawbacks to this architecture is few:

1. The architecture's confidence list are non-encrypted/plain text and will thus pose security questions in a public blockchain.
2. Rise in the size of the secret list means higher processing costs for blockchain.
3. There is just evidence of definition. It must be more researched in practical use.
4. There is privacy concern in public block chain.
5. In such instances, the attacker must continuously inspect and refresh the confidence list and access the Network by overruling the rules.
6. Methodology requires several delays until a system is enabled to communicate (as a function of intermediate blockchain/SDN/validators).

V. CONCLUSION:

DDOS attack is devastating. It prevents actual users to use the web services. Such kind of scenario results in communication break in IoT system. Although blockchain based methodologies are available to mitigate DDOS attack. Blockchain provides authentication, integrity, reliability in transactions. This paper has thrown a light on all the modern blockchain based solutions to mitigate DDOS attack. A critical analysis of blockchain based mitigation technique is provided in this paper. After this critical analysis, it is found that a lot of work is still to be done in these blockchain based methods. Scalability and cost are two major issues needed to be resolved.
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